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Policies for weed management: who has 
responsibility?

Proceedings of a seminar presented by the Weed Society of Victoria Inc. and held at Monash University, Clayton, 
Victoria on Thursday 17th February 2005. 

Introduction
This paper examines the reasons why State 
and Territory weed legislation is ineffec-
tive in both stopping the legal importation 
of new invasive plant species into their 
jurisdictions and blocking the major path-
way for the intentional spread of those al-
ready in their jurisdictions.

The source of this problem is that State 
and Territory weed legislation is flawed 
on two grounds – (a) they are reactive in 
design, and (b) they have overly narrow 
lists of declared weeds. 

It then proposes a way forward to over-
come these weaknesses, which WWF rec-
ommends be pursued by Australian, State 
and Territory governments, individually 
and cooperatively as part of the process to 
revise the National Weeds Strategy.

Key definitions
Naturalized plant species. Species that 
can maintain viable populations in the 
wild without cultivation. Invasive plants: 
naturalized species that are spreading.

Background
A policy of prevention
The Australian, State and Territory gov-
ernments have long recognized the im-
portance of preventing new weed prob-
lems. In 1997 the National Weed Strategy 
was adopted after an agreement in 1991 
between Commonwealth, State and Ter-
ritory ministers that such a plan was nec-
essary to ‘reduce the impact of weeds on 
the sustainability of Australia’s produc-
tive capacity and natural ecosystems’ 
(Agriculture and Resource Management 
Council of Australia and New Zealand 
(ARMCANZ) et al. 1999). Revised in 1999, 
the National Weed Strategy (ARMCANZ 

et al. 1999) recognizes that ‘prevention 
and early intervention are the most cost 
effective techniques that can be deployed 
against weeds.’ As a result, the first goal is 
to prevent the development of new weed 
problems, which includes an objective to 
prevent the introduction of new plant spe-
cies with weed potential by strengthening 
import entry protocols for assessing all 
new plant imports.

Weed status by industry sector and 
major invasion pathways
The three major industry sectors that 
dominate plant introductions in Australia 
are gardening, agriculture and forestry. 
The gardening industry is by far the sec-
tor responsible for introducing most new 
plant species. Table 1 shows that 94% of 
the 27 009 introduced plant species im-
ported into Australia were for ornamental 
horticultural purposes. Of these, 2520 are 
listed as weeds in Australia and 1831 are 
naturalized. Invasive garden plant species 
are by far the largest source of agricultural 
and environmental weeds, comprising 
69% of the 954 listed agricultural weeds 
and 72% of the 1765 listed environmental 
weeds (Virtue et al. 2004).

Issues
Scale of the risk exposure to new weeds
The reactive and narrow nature of State 
and Territory laws to prevent and control 
weeds exposes these jurisdictions to the 
risk of continued and sustained import of 
many new weeds. In this paper, risk refers 
to the likelihood of a given weed being im-
ported into a State or Territory combined 
with the impact that a given weed has on 
agriculture and/or the environment. 

The number of new plant species, in-
cluding those that are invasive, that are 
able to be legally imported into States 
and Territories is extremely large. Some 
162 000 plant species are able to be legally 
imported into all States and Territories 
(except Western Australia) with no risk 
assessment, which is about 60 per cent of 
all plant species on Earth (Whitton and 
Rajakaruna 2001). This includes over 8500 
invasive plant species that are, or have the 
potential to be, weeds in Australia (Ta-
ble 2). The exact number of new invasive 
plant species able to be imported depends 
on the noxious weed lists in the respective 
jurisdiction.

The source of this exposure is due to a 
major loophole in the current Common-
wealth quarantine regime, and the reac-
tive and narrow nature of State and Terri-
tory weed legislation. 

At present, the Commonwealth Quar-
antine Proclamation, 1998 contains a major 
loophole in its Schedule 5 Permitted Seeds 
List. The List currently includes 2916 gen-
era instead of being a list of permitted spe-
cies only. The consequence is that plant 
species within these permitted genera can 
be legally imported into those States and 
Territories with reactive weed legislation 
without undergoing a weed risk assess-
ment. This includes nearly half of all plant 
species on Earth not yet in Australia (con-
taining over 125 000 species) – including 
at least 6420 weeds (Glanznig 2005). The 
Australian Government recently commit-
ted to close this loophole. In mid 2005, 4000 
known overseas weeds not yet present in 
Australia will be removed from the Per-
mitted List, with all genera removed and 
replaced by permitted species by 2006 or 
before (Macdonald 2005). As such, this 
source of risk will be removed in the fore-
seeable future.

The second source for this exposure 
is the poor State and Territory import 
controls on those invasive plant species 
already in Australia. In the order of 350 
plant species and taxa have been declared 
as noxious in one or more States and Terri-
tories (AWC 2004). In contrast, there are an 
estimated 27 000 introduced plant species, 
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which includes 1953 known agricultural, 
noxious and natural ecosystem weeds (Ta-
ble 1) (Virtue et al. 2004). Of these, 1366 
have been cultivated by the garden sector. 
Additionally, there are 23 000 native plant 
species and sub-taxa, which includes 600 
native plant species that are invasive when 
translocated outside their natural range in 
Australia. Roughly 10 000 of the 23 000 are 
currently being cultivated to an extent, of 
which 495 of these are ‘weedy’ in Australia 
when translocated outside their natural 
range (Randall personal communication 
2005).

As such, reactive State and Territory 
weed legislation currently expose their 
environments and primary industries to 
the potential import of over 8500 species 
that are, or will be, weeds in Australia. A 
significant portion of these would be inva-
sive in their respective jurisdictions.

The risk associated with this level of 
exposure is very high. The current impact 
of weeds to agriculture nationally is $4 
billion per year, while the cost in terms 
of degradation of the environment and 
biodiversity decline is inestimable. The 
impact from further imports of new inva-
sive plants that naturalize and invade over 
time will only add to this impact.

The likelihood of new invasive plants 
being imported into jurisdictions and 
spread widely is very high. This includes 
plants already under cultivation in one 
jurisdiction but not yet found in other ju-
risdictions. In relation to garden plants, 
8727 plant species were listed for sale in 
Aussie Plant Finder 1998/99, of which 
1076 (12.3%) are reported as weeds in 
Australia (Hibbert 1998, Randall personal 
communication 2005). Furthermore, a new 
CSIRO report calculated that 393 (54%) of 
the 720 garden plant species that have  

already naturalized in Australia were 
listed for sale in the 2002 edition of Aus-
sie Plant Finder (Groves et al. 2005). An 
example of a recently naturalized high risk 
invasive species is the ornamental tussock 
grass – Mexican feathergrass – which is 
still being sold illegally in Victoria (Groves 
et al. 2005), and is still able to be legally 
imported into Queensland for sale (see 
Box A).

The number of invasive garden plant 
species that have yet to naturalize and are 
available for sale has yet to be estimated. 

Table 1. Weed status by industry sector of exotic plant species introduced to Australia, April 2004. 

Industry sector

No. of 
species 

introduced 
(I)

NaturalizedA WeedsB
AgriculturalC 

weeds
NoxiousD 

weeds

Natural 
ecosystemE 

weeds

Combined agricultural, 
noxious and natural 
ecosystem weedsF 

No. % of I No. % of I No. % of I No. % of I No. % of I No. % of I

Food Crops 221 85 38 105 48 26 12 8 4 55 25 58 26

Pasture 
(Poaceae) 490 150 31 180 37 82 17 7 1 116 24 124 25

Pasture 
(Fabaceae) 499 163 33 196 39 66 13 11 2 115 23 126 25

Pasture (the 
rest) 97 36 37 41 42 11 11 3 3 20 21 23 24

Total pasture 1 086 349 32 417 38 159 15 21 2 251 23 273 25

ForestryG 633 149 24 226 36 35 6 30 5 103 16 108 17

Gardening 25 360 1 831 7 2 520 10 660 3 273 1 1 279 5 1 366 5

AccidentalH 207 186 90 185 99 84 45 24 13 121 65 141 76

Accidental and 
intentionalI 1 051 776 74 828 79 443 42 137 13 592 56 640 61

Total 
introducedJ 27 009 2 779 10 3 480 13 954 4 343 1 1 765 7 1 953 7
A Specimens lodged in Australian herbaria (Hosking 2003, Randall 2004). 
B Listed as weeds in Australia in various texts (Randall 2002, Randall 2004). 
C From Groves et al. (2003) and Randall (2004).
D From www.weeds.org.au
E Species cited as ‘Environmental Weeds’ in Randall (2004).
F This is less than the sum of all weed types as some species occur as more than one type.
G This includes species used for forestry purposes overseas but not currently in commercial production in Australia (Randall 2004).
H Species cited as ‘Contaminants’ (e.g. of imported grain, fodder, ballast, packing materials, livestock) in Randall (2004).
I This is the upper limit of accidental introductions. Species are likely to have been introduced to Australia as contaminants, but are 
also known to have been deliberately cultivated in Australia (Randall 2004).
J This is less than the sum of all industry sectors as some species occur in more than one sector.
Source: Compiled by Rod Randall in Virtue et al. (2004).

Table 2. Numbers of plant species (including invasive plant species) able to 
be legally imported into States/Territories with no risk assessment (except 
WA).

Number of plant 
species

Number of invasive 
plant species

Commonwealth quarantine law loophole 125 000 >6 420

Introduced plant species in Australia 27 000 1 953

Native plant species in cultivation 10 000 495

TOTALS 162 000 8 850A

A The number of new invasive plant species able to be imported depends on the noxious 
weed lists in the respective jurisdiction (rounded down). In the case of ACT, all 8850 
invasive plant species can be legally imported while over 8500 invasive plant species can 
be legally imported into all States and Territories except WA.
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Box A. A Model 2 failure: The case of Mexican feather grass (Nassella 
tenuissima).

The inherent risk of reactive weed legislation combined with narrow lists of de-
clared weeds is epitomized by the case of Mexican feather grass. Mexican feather 
grass (Nassella tenuissima) is an ornamental tussock grass that was legally but inad-
vertently imported into Australia as a species of the permitted Stipa genus under 
the former Australian Government quarantine controls about 1996. Victorian laws 
at that time also permitted its import. It was available for sale in nurseries from 
about 1996 and in 2004 was found naturalized in northern NSW – a mere eight 
years between initial sale and naturalization (McLaren et al. 1999, Hosking 2004). 

Scientists have calculated that its potential full extent would cover 14 million 
hectares, including large areas currently used for grazing. It is unpalatable to stock 
and is predicted to become a serious grazing weed if it has the opportunity to 
establish and spread (McLaren et al. 1999) (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Potential distribution of Nassella tenuissima predicted 
from a climate profile of distributions in its countries of origin (from 
McLaren et al. 2004). Key: Black = best prediction (10% of mean), grey 
= (20% of mean), light grey = worst prediction (30% of mean).

A close relative of serrated tussock (Nassella trichotoma), the discovery was 
described by pastoral industry representatives as ‘disastrous’. Attempts are now 
being made to eradicate it. Mexican feather grass was declared as a noxious weed 
in Victoria in 2003, some seven years after its importation, and is also now declared 
in South Australia and New South Wales. Despite warnings from Victorian Gov-
ernment and Weed CRC scientists of the invasive nature of this weed from 1999, 
Queensland has still not prohibited the import and sale of this noxious plant. This 
risk would have been avoided if States and Territories had precautionary permit-
ted list systems in place. 

Sources: Martin (2005), McLaren et al. (1999).

An example of such a high risk plant is 
the ornamental tussock grass, bear-skin 
fescue, a known grazing and environ-
mental weed overseas, which was legally 
imported into Victoria in 2003 and be-
came available for sale through a major  
wholesale nursery in November 2004. 
A risk assessment by WA Agriculture  

predicted that the suitable habitat for this 
invasive plant includes most of Victoria. 
Additionally, there is a high likelihood that 
it will be imported into NSW and Tasmania 
for sale, where it has the potential to have a 
significant impact in the NSW Tablelands 
and north-east Tasmania as both a grazing 
and environmental weed (see Box B).

Reactive nature of State and Territory 
weed legislation
All State and Territory noxious weed and 
quarantine legislation, with the exception 
of Western Australia, are reactive in na-
ture. That is, apart from a relatively small 
list of prohibited plant species all other 
plant species are able to be legally import-
ed based on the assumption that they are 
‘innocent until proven guilty’. By far the 
weakest State/Territory weed legislation 
is that of the ACT, which has no provisions 
enabling declared plant species to be pro-
hibited for import.

On the other hand, Western Australia 
has implemented a permitted list system 
that prohibits the import of all plant spe-
cies that are not on the permitted list un-
less they pass a weed risk assessment. This 
precautionary system assumes that plant 
species are ‘guilty until proven innocent.’ 
It is based on three classes:
• Permitted list of plant species are also 

referred to as green or white lists. A 
full green list only includes permitted 
plant species while a partial green list 
includes both permitted plant species 
and genera that include unassessed 
plant species.

• Unassessed species that are provision-
ally prohibited for import that are also 
referred to as an orange or amber cat-
egory.

• Prohibited list of plant species that 
have been rejected by a weed risk as-
sessment and are prohibited for impor-
tation into the jurisdiction, otherwise 
known as red or black lists. A full red 
list seeks to prohibit most or all priority 
invasive plant species, while a partial 
red list seeks to prohibit only a rela-
tively small number of high priority 
weeds.

All State and Territory weed legislation 
can be placed into one of three legal mod-
els. The risk exposure to new weeds for 
each of the three current legal models is 
outlined in Table 3. It shows that all States 
and Territories (except WA) are currently 
exposed to the risk of importing many 
of the 8850 weeds contained within the 
162 000 plant species currently able to be 
legally imported. Even when the Austral-
ian Government quarantine loophole is fi-
nally closed in 2006, States and Territories 
will still be exposed to the potential legal 
importation of most of the 2450 plant spe-
cies that are already here, and are weedy 
or predicted to be weedy in Australia. 

Narrow scope of State and Territory 
declared weed lists
All State and Territory weed legisla-
tion are characterized by narrow lists of  
prohibited plant species. Table 4 shows 
the small numbers of naturalized garden 
plants that are also prohibited for sale in 
the jurisdiction in which they are natu-
ralized. The strongest performer is the  

Twelfth Australian Weeds Conference
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Box B. A Model 2 failure: The case of bear-skin fescue (Festuca 
gautieri).

The recent import and propagation of the known grazing and environmental weed 
– bear-skin fescue – is an example of the ineffectiveness of Model 2.

Bear-skin fescue is a perennial, tussock forming grass native to southwest France 
and northeast Spain from the coast into the Pyrenees grasslands. This grass has 
low grazing palatability and hence dominates grasslands in its native range. It is a 
known grazing weed in the United Kingdom and the United States.

In 2003, Bear-skin fescue was legally imported into Victoria by a large wholesale 
nursery. As the genus of Festuca is one of 2916 whole genera on the Commonwealth 
Permitted List it was permitted for import into Australia without undergoing a 
Weed Risk Assessment. The Festuca genus includes 450 species, 27 of which are 
known to be weedy. As Victoria has a Prohibited List system (Partial Red List), this 
new invasive plant species was able to be legally imported into the State.

In January 2004, following an application to import it into Western Australia, the 
species failed a formal weed risk assessment by the WA Department of Agriculture. 
The modelling undertaken as part of the assessment highlighted that this weed has 
the potential to become both a grazing and environmental weed in southern West-
ern Australia, Victoria, the NSW Tablelands and north-east Tasmania by reducing 
pasture holding capacity in agricultural systems and impacting on the biodiversity 
and structure of Australian native grasslands.

Figure 2. Potential distribution of Festuca gautieri as determined by 
‘Climate’.

In November 2004, the species became available for sale in the eastern States 
and is being promoted for ‘water-wise’ gardens. 

Sources: Based on Spafford-Jacob, Randall and Lloyd (2004) and Martin (2005).

Northern Territory, which prohibits the 
sale of 41% of its naturalized garden plants. 
The three poorest performers are Victoria 
with prohibitions on the sale of only 11% 
of its naturalized garden plants, Western  
Australia with prohibitions on the sale 
of only 10%, and the ACT whose weed 
legislation include no provisions ena-
bling their sale to be banned (Groves et al.  
2005)A.

Another issue is the poor harmoniza-
tion between State and Territory declared 
weed lists, which results in noxious 
weeds declared in one jurisdiction being  
available for sale in another. This creates 
a risk of ‘leakage’ from one jurisdiction to 
the State where the weed is declared. This 
leakage could take the form of movement 
of a pot plant when people move inter-
State or purchase seeds over the internet. 

Table 4 shows that nationally over 40% 
of the invasive garden plants that are de-
clared noxious in one or more jurisdictions 
are still for sale, and that all States and Ter-
ritories are significantly exposed to sale of 
declared plants in other jurisdictions (the 
most exposed States are Western Australia 
with 40%, NSW with 37% and Qld with 
35%). For declared invasive garden plants 
that are primarily agricultural or ruderal 
weeds, Queensland is the most exposed 
with 50% of these species available for 
sale in another jurisdiction (Groves et al  
2005).

Lack of comprehensive uniform National 
invasive species control classes
At present there are only two national 
weed control classes, the Weeds of Nation-
al Significance (WONS) and the national 
weed eradication list.

The WONS list consists of 20 weeds, 
which have been identified under the 
National Weeds Strategy – developed by 
governments and industry on advice from 
the Australian Weeds Committee – as al-
ready causing significant environmental 
and agricultural damage. The list has of-
ficial status as a national list adopted by 
the Australian Government and all State 
and Territory Governments on 1 June 1999 
(Burley 1999).

The national eradication list currently 
comprises six species that are currently the 
focus of three national cost-shared eradi-
cation programs under the auspices of the 
Australian Weeds Committee (K. Dwyer 
AWC Secretariat 2005 personal communi-
cation). The three programs relate to:
• Chromolaena odorata (Siam weed)
• Orobanche spp. (branch boomrape)
• Three species in north Queensland
 – Mikania spp. (Mikania micrantha) (mi-

kania)
 – Miconia spp. (Miconia calvescens and 

M. racemosa) (miconia)
 – Clidemia hirta (Koster’s curse)
• Limnocharis flava (limnocharis).
There are also a number of other Austral-
ian Government lists that have no offi-
cial status with the States and Territories. 
These include the Northern Australian 
Quarantine Strategy weed target list and 
the national Alert List of Environmental 
Weeds.

There is a pressing need to develop a 
comprehensive set of uniform national in-
vasive species control classes covering all 
major phases of the invasion process. The 
Federal Senate Inquiry on Invasive Spe-
cies report published as, ‘Turning back 
the tide – the invasive species challenge’, 
recommended that three national invasive 
species control classes be developed and 
official lists under each be developed and 
agreed by the Australian and all State and 
Territory governments:
• National Quarantine List: Com-

prised of invasive species of national  
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Table 3. Current legal models in place to prevent legal importation of new 
weeds.
Model Example Risk exposure

Model 1 Low

Commonwealth Partial 
Permitted List

WA No invasive plant species able to be legally 
imported. 

State Full Permitted List WA quarantine laws require all proposed imports 
to be identified to species level and previously 
unassessed taxa to be assessed for invasiveness.

Model 2 Very high

Commonwealth Partial 
Permitted  
List

All States and 
Territories, except 
WA and ACT

The vast majority of 162 000 plant species, 
including over 8500 weeds are able to be legally 
imported.

State Partial Prohibited 
List

Nearly half of all plant species on Earth able to 
be imported into State or Territory with no Weed 
Risk Assessment. Of these 125 000 at least 6420 are 
weeds (McFadyen 2004).
 
The vast majority of the 27 000 introduced plant 
species known to be in Australia. Depending on 
the State/Territory, this includes most of the 1953 
agricultural, noxious and natural ecosystem weeds 
(Virtue et al 2004).
 
The vast majority of the roughly 10 000 native plant 
species currently being cultivated to some extent, 
which includes 495 that are ‘weedy’ in Australia 
when translocated outside their natural range 
(Randall personal communication 2005). 

Model 3 Extremely High

Commonwealth Partial 
Permitted List

ACT 162 000 plant species, including 8850 weeds are 
able to be legally imported.

No State Prohibited List 
that controls import of 
plant materials

Nearly half of all plant species on Earth able to 
be imported into State or Territory with no Weed 
Risk Assessment. Of these 125 000, at least 6420 are 
weeds (McFadyen 2004).
 
The vast majority of the 27 000 introduced species 
known to be in Australia. This includes all 1953 
agricultural, noxious and natural ecosystem weeds 
(Virtue et al. 2004).
 
All of the roughly 10 000 native plant species 
currently being cultivated to some extent, which 
includes 495 that are ‘weedy’ in Australia when 
translocated outside their natural range (Randall 
personal communication 2005).

importance that are a high invasion risk 
for Australia, may or may not have al-
ready invaded Australia, and whose 
early detection will enable cost-effective  
eradication. A starting point should 
be the Northern Australia Quarantine 
Strategy target list.

• National Alert List: Comprised of in-
vasive species of national importance 
that are naturalized, have a restricted 
range, are predicted to have a major im-
pact on the environment or industries, 
and whose eradication is feasible and 
cost-effective. It should also include 
introduced invasive plant species of 
national importance, which are garden 
plants that are yet to escape and are 
subject to national early warning sur-
veillance action.

• National Control List: Comprised of 
invasive species of national impor-
tance that are naturalized and gener-
ally widespread, are having a major 
impact on the environment or indus-
try, and whose containment or control 
will assist protect the values of areas of 
national environmental significance. A 
starting point is the Weeds of National 
Significance list. (SCECITARC 2004).

Lack of uniform State and Territory 
invasive species control classes
At present, the States and Territories have 
not developed agreed uniform statu-
tory weed control classes. The result is  
unnecessary complexity and inefficiencies 
to industries that trade in plants nation-
ally, such as the nursery industry, and  

unnecessary inefficiencies that hinder de-
velopment of a robust national framework 
to prevent and contain weeds.

A WWF-Australia analysis highlighted 
the difficulty in being able to directly com-
pare weed control classes and perform-
ance between State and Territories due to 
the lack of uniform weed control classes 
(Glanznig and Kessal 2004).

Currently, the States and Territories 
have a total of 25 major weed control 
classes (ABG in press). As such, there is a 
pressing need to standardize and rational-
ize these to a set of classes that relate to 
major response strategies, that is a:
• quarantine and eradication class to pre-

vent or eradicate new introductions,
• containment class subject to regional 

containment, and 
• control class for high priority weeds 

that need to be actively and continu-
ally suppressed.

Lack of State and Territory 
implementation of agreements in 
relation to existing National weed 
control classes
National approaches are only as strong as 
their weakest link. The present experience 
highlights that most States and Territo-
ries have been very tardy in implement-
ing the most significant agreement to date 
prescribing national action to prohibit the 
sale of Weeds of National Significance 
(WONS). 

Despite all States and Territories agree-
ing to implement this decision in 2001 
(SCARM 2001), three years later only 
Queensland and South Australia have ful-
ly complied (Glanznig et al. 2004, Glanznig 
and Kessal 2004). Tasmania has banned 12 
WONS, NSW, NT and WA have banned 11, 
Victoria a mere 8, and the ACT has banned 
none (Glanznig and Kessal 2004). The rea-
son that the ACT has not banned a single 
WONS from sale is that its weed legisla-
tion contains no provision to prohibit the 
trade in declared weeds. The consequence 
is that in 2004, 4 (20%) of the WONS are 
still available for sale as garden plants in 
Australia (Glanznig et al. in press).

One reason is that some State and Ter-
ritory weed legislation currently does not 
allow nationally important weeds that do 
not directly threaten the given jurisdiction 
to be declared noxious. This is a signifi-
cant constraint to implementing an effec-
tive national legislative regime to prevent 
and control invasive plants. An example is 
the Victorian Catchment and Land Protection 
Act, 1994, which under Part 8, Section 58, 
Clause 4 states that:
 ‘The Minister may only recommend a 

plant for declaration under this Part if 
satisfied that it is, or has or may have 
the potential to become, a serious threat 
to primary production, Crown land, 
the environment or community health 
in Victoria.’ 
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This and other similarly constrained 
State/Territory weed legislation need to 
be amended to include provision for list-
ing weeds that are noxious in other juris-
dictions and/or are a matter of National 
Environmental Significance, based on the 
mutual recognition and mutual benefit 
principle.

This constraint and experience with 
prohibiting the national sale of WONS 
clearly shows that a national regulatory 
framework to prevent and control invasive 
plant species requires Commonwealth re-
serve powers. This will ensure that the sale 
of all invasive plant species of national im-
portance are banned nationally, even in 
cases where States are tardy in implement-
ing their commitment. However under the 
Constitution, land management including 
weed control, is a State government re-
sponsibility and as such the national regu-
latory framework should be implemented 
as a package of new Commonwealth laws 
including reserve powers combined with 
complementary amendments to State and 
Territory weed legislation. 

The way forward
The process to revise the National Weed 
Strategy should be used by the Australian, 
State and Territory governments to learn 
from the past and work to transform cur-
rent arrangements into a robust national 
and State system that effectively prevents 
and contains invasion by new weeds.

Implement precautionary State and 
Territory plant quarantine laws
The single, most cost-effective measure 
that State and Territory governments can 
take to prevent the legal importation of 
invasive plants into their jurisdictions is 
to implement precautionary plant quaran-
tine arrangements and/or laws.

The evidence from Western Australia 
highlights that the difference between 
precautionary and reactionary weed leg-
islation is stark. Until 1997, Western Aus-
tralia had a prohibited list system that  
prohibited the import of only 120 weed 
species. The benefits of the permitted list 
system over the prohibited list system are 
patently obvious when it is noted that as 

of mid-March 2005 the permitted list sys-
tem has assessed and rejected 434 species 
since 1997. This equates to about 63 weed 
species added to the quarantine list per 
year, or about three and a half times as 
many rejected in that seven year period 
as were previously considered quarantine 
weeds for probably the past 200 odd years 
(McFadyen 2004) (see Figure 3). 

To reduce the risk to the legal importa-
tion of new weeds, States and Territories 
need to implement one of two precaution-
ary legal models. These are described in 
Table 5.

The key difference between the two mod-
els proposed is the approach taken to quar-
antine and compliance. Model A, already 
adopted by WA, takes advantage of natural 
and transport bottlenecks. WWF-Australia 
proposes that this model also be adopted by 
Tasmania and the Northern Territory since 
they also share these properties.

Tasmania is already well positioned 
to implement this precautionary system 
for two reasons. First it already has ena-
bling legislation in place, namely the Plant  

Table 4. Naturalized invasive and potentially invasive garden plants and their noxious status and availability or 
prohibition from sale, both nationally and by jurisdiction.

Naturalized Declared noxious Available for sale
Declared noxious and 

available for sale

Naturalized and 
prohibited for sale in 

jurisdiction 

Jurisdiction No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %

Australia 720 100.0 178 24.7 393 54.6 72 40.4 153 21.3

NSW 205 28.5 99 13.8 279 38.8 36 36.7 37 18.0

QLD 158 22.0 57 7.9 146 20.3 20 35.1 35 22.2

SA 161 22.5 66 9.7 79 11.0 19 28.8 31 19.3

TAS 152 21.0 51 7.1 126 17.5 16 31.4 22 14.5

VIC 409 57.0 60 8.3 236 32.8 18 30.0 46 11.2

WA 314 44.0 1716  23.8 119 16.5 69 40.4 31 9.9

ACT 104 14.5 23 3.2 33 4.6  6 26.1  0 0.0

NT 63 9.0 42 5.8 75 10.4 13 31.0 26 41.3

Notes 
1. Number naturalized includes all listed taxa (genera, species, sub-species) that are recorded as naturalized in jurisdiction. 
Percentage is portion of Australian total, and is rounded to nearest 0.5% (Randall and Kessal 2004). 
2. Declared noxious refers to taxa that are declared noxious under relevant State/Territory government legislation in respective 
jurisdiction. The Australian total refers to the number of taxa that are declared noxious in at least one State or Territory jurisdiction. 
Percentage is portion of total naturalized invasive plants that are declared noxious in respective jurisdiction (AWC January 2004). 
The NSW figure includes regional declarations, and these listed species may be available for sale in non-control regions. 
3. Available for sale refers to the number of plant species and taxa that are recorded for sale in Hibbert (2002). It includes number 
of species recorded as available for sale in the respective jurisdiction plus the 33 species and taxa recorded as ‘widely available’ (it 
is assumed that ‘widely available’ plants are available in all States and Territories). For example, in South Australia 46 species and 
taxa are recorded as available, which when added to the 33 widely available species and taxa results in a total of 79. Percentage is 
portion of total naturalized invasive plants in Australia that are recorded as available for sale in respective jurisdiction. No nurseries 
from the ACT are included in Hibbert (2002) and as such the ACT figure only includes the 33 species and taxa recorded as ‘widely 
available’. 
4. Declared noxious and available for sale refers to species and taxa that are declared noxious in one jurisdiction while being 
available for sale in another jurisdiction. Percentage is portion of declared plants in jurisdiction that are also available for sale in at 
least one Australian State or Territory. 
5. Naturalized and Prohibited for Sale in Jurisdiction refers to species and taxa that are both naturalized and prohibited in the 
respective jurisdiction. Percentage is portion of invasive garden plant species that are naturalized in jurisdiction that are prohibited 
for sale. This includes those species that are both declared noxious or unassigned. Unassigned species are subject to a weed risk 
assessment if importation into the State is sought. 
Sources: Randall and Kessal (2004), Australian Weeds Committee (2004), Hibbert (2002) cited in Groves, Boden and Lonsdale (2005).
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Quarantine Act, 1997, and it is the only 
State or Territory to obtain separate fund-
ing from the Australian Government to 
undertake (1) quarantine measures at sea 
ports, (2) AQIS market assurance proto-
cols for exports and (3) international mail 
centre operations. This situation enables 
Tasmania to ‘co-deliver’ both its own State 
quarantine program and Commonwealth 
requirements under a MOU and bilateral 
agreement between DAFF and DPIWE.

Model B recognizes it is not practical 
to implement on-ground quarantine bor-
der controls for import of invasive plants 
for those States and Territories that have 
many entry points and porous borders. 
The effectiveness of Model 2 depends on 
major wholesale nurseries adhering to 
import protocols (which the case of WA 
shows is a valid assumption – see Box C), 
and implementation of strategic and ef-
ficient compliance measures. There is a 
strong argument for the jurisdictions of 
Vic, NSW, SA, Qld and ACT to recognize 
that it is efficient and mutually beneficial 
to develop a combined approach, or even 
better, one permitted list to cover all five 
jurisdictions. This combined eastern sea-
board approach would complement the 
western seaboard approach in place in 
Western Australia. While this approach 
would require unprecedented levels of 
cooperation between the States, it is now 
well recognized that:
• the weed issue has a strong cross-bor-

der and national dimension,
• the major distribution vector of plants 

in Australia – the nursery industry 
– trades and markets its products na-
tionally (including through national 
magazines and the internet), and

• lack of State quarantine border arrange-
ments in most jurisdictions means that 
State borders are ‘leaky’ and ‘porous’, 
which highlights that combined ap-
proaches will be both more efficient 
and effective.

Both Model A and Model B require ena-
bling State/Territory quarantine legisla-
tion; many already have such legislation in 
place. This would enable prohibited weeds 
to be excluded from National Competi-
tion Policy anti-competition requirements. 
They should also both apply strategic com-
pliance measures. As the major pathway is 
the nursery industry, and assuming that 
imported plants are propagated for sale, 
then government compliance agencies can 
ensure compliance by:
• educating major wholesale nurseries to 

follow the precautionary legal process 
in relation to proposed importation of 
new plant species,

• cross referencing the State’s permit-
ted list with nursery catalogues or  
composite catalogues, such as Aussie 
Plant Finder to identify nurseries trad-
ing in prohibited species,

• developing web technologies to  
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Figure 3. Change in rejection rate of plants intercepted by or submitted 
to Western Australia Quarantine Service. Note, on the introduction of the 
Permitted List 1700 species name were made quarantine weeds. The taxa 
rejected after the introduction data are in addition to these 1700.

Table 5. Legal models that need to be put in place to effectively prevent 
legal Importation of new weeds.

Model States that should implement this 
Model

Risk exposure

Model A Low

Commonwealth Full 
Green List 
State Full Green List

Western Australia, Tasmania, Northern 
Territory

Quarantine laws require all 
proposed imports not on 
Green List to be assessed for 
invasiveness.

Full quarantine and 
strategic compliance

Takes advantage of natural or transport 
bottlenecks

Quarantine border compliance 
combined with spot checks of 
nursery catalogues

Model B Low-Medium Low

Commonwealth Full 
Green List 
State Full Green List

Queensland, New South Wales, Victoria, 
South Australia

Quarantine laws require all 
proposed imports not on 
Green List to be assessed for 
invasiveness.

Strategic compliance State Full Green Lists developed 
cooperatively by all four States 
(analogous geographically in size to 
WA). The most efficient option would 
be that one Full Green List would 
be implemented by all four States 
by applying the mutual recognition 
principle.
 
For maximum efficiency and 
effectiveness, the ACT should amend its 
noxious weed legislation to fully mirror 
NSW legislation, and develop bilateral 
mechanisms to share their expertise 
and capacity to undertake weed risk 
assessments based on the assumption 
that if plant importers are proposing to 
import a new species into the ACT, they 
will also be proposing to import it into 
the far larger NSW market.

No on-ground quarantine 
border compliance checks due 
to very porous borders between 
these States and Territories. 
Reliance on spot checks of 
nursery catalogues, web crawler 
technology, combined with 
intensive education of wholesale 
and other suppliers.

Model C Medium

Commonwealth Full 
Green List 
State Full Red List

None Requires WRA to be undertaken 
on all high risk species in the 
27 000 introduced plant species 
and the roughly 10 000 native 
plant species under cultivation.
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monitor nursery web sites. For exam-
ple, since 2004, an automated US De-
partment of Agriculture ‘Webcrawler’ 
searches the Internet for business 
sites that are selling federally prohib-
ited plants, triggering letters from the 
USDA (Simberloff et al. 2005). This is an 
efficient technology that should be in-
vestigated by Australian governments.

The major arguments against State/Ter-
ritory legislation based on Model C are 
that:
(1) it is a reactive rather than pro-active 

approach,
(2) it relies on certainty of what plant spe-

cies are in Australia and in trade, and 
(3) there is generally a significant time lag 

between recognition that the weed is 
a problem and its listing as a declared 
weed. 

In relation to the first factor, the lack of 
a comprehensive Commonwealth permit-
ted list has enabled serious weeds to be 
legally imported into the States (Mexican 
feathergrass and bear-skin fescue are just 
two of many examples). Even when this 
Commonwealth quarantine loophole is 
closed in 2006, given the turn-over in spe-
cies cultivated and traded by the nursery 
industry (driven by public demand for 
novel ornamental plants), many new in-
vasive plant species can still be potentially 
imported from inter-State into those States 
and Territories that only rely on prohibited 
lists.

In relation to the third factor, the expe-
rience of Mexican feathergrass is instruc-
tive. In Victoria this serious weed was first 
detected for sale in 1996, but only declared 
in 2003 (a lag of seven years), while in 
Queensland it is still not declared despite 
warnings from Victorian and Weed CRC 
government scientists that this weed poses 
a high risk for the State (e.g. McLaren et al. 
1999). The experience of Western Australia 
highlights that there is general stakeholder 
acceptance for governments implement-
ing precautionary arrangements (Box C).

Some State governments have already 
expressed interest in exploring the mer-
its of precautionary arrangements further. 
For example, Stephen Robertson, Queens-
land Minister for Natural Resources and 
Mines has stated that:
 ‘…my Department is willing to inves-

tigate the concept of a state-level ‘per-
mitted list’ approach for plants. How-
ever, this will be much more difficult in 
Queensland that in Western Australia 
where there is a small number of entry 
points to the State. I propose that this 
concept is best considered nationally 
in revising the National Weeds Strat-
egy…’ (Robertson 2004).

Similarly, the Tasmanian Department of 
Primary Industries, Water and Environ-
ment, noted in relation to moving to a per-
mitted list system to manage the import 
of plants:

Box C. The WA Government experience in implementing a permitted list 
approach.

Western Australia adopted the permitted list system in late 1997. To assist in the development 
of a relevant and useable permitted list, 1000 importers who had imported material into WA 
in the previous five years were contacted and asked to supply their stock lists; 120 responses 
were received. Based on these, in three months two people were able to compile a list con-
taining over 7000 species. This was the basis of the first WA permitted list which at this stage 
still contained the 2900 exempt groups of species or ‘genera’ as allowed into Australia by the 
Australian Quarantine and Inspection Service (AQIS). 

In January 2002 the exempt genera were removed entirely, with no attempt made to add 
extra species to the permitted list, and importers were requested to identify all plants in their 
consignments by species name. Following this, the weed risk assessment (WRA) workload 
increased considerably for a period of about 12 months, and extra species were added to the 
permitted list on a daily basis as they were intercepted.

Figure 4. Cumulative assessment outcomes for both permitted and quarantine 
weeds

Figure 4 shows the steep increase in assessments in early 2002. Over the six-year period 
from 1998 to October 2004, a total of 5869 species were assessed, of which 5459 species were 
added to the permitted list and 410 were added to the quarantine weeds (prohibited) list. As 
of mid-March 2005 this number has risen to 434. This equates to a rate of 63 new weed species 
rejected per year. The majority of these assessments were done within 24 hours as the plant 
species were quite obviously common in horticulture and easily available within Australia. 

What is not as obvious from Figure 4 is that when the exempt genera were removed the 
rate of quarantine species being rejected by assessments increased. If the exempt genera had 
remained, over the last two years roughly 70 potentially weedy species would have been 
permitted entry into Western Australia (Figure 3). Western Australia now has 11 944 species 
permitted entry into the state, and 1932 species considered quarantine weeds, i.e. prohibited 
entry. 

The individual responsible in Western Australia has assessed an average of 19–20 species 
a week over the past six years. 

Stakeholder feedback 
There were (and are) always a number of general complaints at the inspector level by indi-
viduals who resent having to go through the system, but no written or formal complaints 
about the permitted list system were lodged by active importers after the system was intro-
duced. Complaints have since been lodged over individual weed risk assessments, primarily 
by groups promoting the use of particular species that had been listed as quarantine weeds. 
Similar protests have been received from government pasture importers complaining about 
the high rejection rate of species proposed for introduction as pasture species. There have 
however been no complaints attacking the permitted list system itself.

Acceptance of the system
Most nursery owners in WA are unaware of the state quarantine system. Most compliance 
work (i.e. applying for permits) is dealt with at the supplier end, mostly big wholesalers in 
the eastern states who send thousands of plants into Western Australia every day. These 
importers accept it as just another bureaucratic requirement, and any problems are gener-
ally due to failures in other aspects of quarantine compliance, e.g. plant health certificates or 
material not meeting phytosanitary requirements. 

Due to the numbers of plants entering WA each day, the system generates about 3–4 calls 
a day from inspectors, most of which are purely nomenclature issues that are easily sorted 
out. Most importers, once they understand how the permitted list operates, are happy to 
meet the requirements. In real terms, this means checking the state list prior to shipping to 
ensure all species are permitted, and listing the species names on the consignment note for 
the inspectors to check. 

Source: McFadyen (2005).
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 ‘This approach certainly has consider-
able merit and the draft revised edition 
of the Tasmanian Weed Management 
Strategy (WeedPlan) details the ben-
efits of moving to a permitted list ap-
proach and in fact proposes a strategic 
action to investigate the feasibility of 
implementing a weed risk assessment 
process for all plant material imported 
to Tasmania (Schaap 2004).’

It is now timely for State and Territory 
governments to implement a compre-
hensive precautionary approach, instead 
of generally ‘waiting until the horse has 
bolted’ before taking action.

Recommendations
1. That the Tasmanian and Northern Ter-

ritory governments amend their plant 
importation arrangements to imple-
ment a Weed Risk Assessment/Permit-
ted List system that only permits the 
importation of those plant species de-
termined to be low risk, similar to the 
system in place in Western Australia.

2. That the New South Wales, Queens-
land, South Australian, Victorian and 
ACT governments review the effective-
ness of their reactionary weed legisla-
tion, and either individually or jointly 
implement a precautionary Weed Risk 
Assessment/Permitted List system 
that only permits the importation of 
those plant species determined to be 
low risk.

3. That the ACT government amend its 
noxious weed legislation to fully mir-
ror NSW legislation and its weed con-
trol classes where practical in order to 
achieve one seamless regulatory ap-
proach across both jurisdictions. Ad-
ditionally, the ACT and NSW should 
develop one common permitted list.

4. That the States and Territories consider 
developing coherent and comprehen-
sive biosecurity legislation for their 
jurisdictions to provide consolidated 
laws that directly address all biosecu-
rity and invasive species issues.

Implement comprehensive State and 
Territory declared weed lists
Precautionary State and Territory plant 
quarantine legislation to stop the legal 
inter-State importation of new invasive 
plant species needs to be complemented 
with comprehensive State and Territory 
declared weed lists to strategically block 
the intentional spread of those already in 
their respective jurisdictions.

The focus of such expanded declared 
weed lists should be on targeting those 
invasive plant species that are intention-
ally spread by people and are yet to fully 
invade their entire potential range within 
the jurisdiction. The major pathway for 
this type of spread is through the sale of 
invasive garden plants. Earlier in this pa-
per it was noted that 8727 plant species 

were listed for sale in the 1998/99 edi-
tion of Aussie Plant Finder, of which 1076 
(12.3%) are reported as weeds in Australia 
(Hibbert 1998, Randall personal commu-
nication 2005). 

The need to greatly expand declared 
noxious weed lists to prohibit their sale is 
illustrated by a key finding in the CSIRO 
report, Jumping the Garden Fence:
 ‘States and Territories generally have 

low rates of prohibiting for sale those 
invasive garden plants naturalized in 
their respective jurisdiction. ACT is by 
far the weakest jurisdiction with 0.0% 
followed by Western Australia with 
9.9%, Victoria with 11.2%, and Tasma-
nia with 14.5%. The best performing 
State and Territory was the Northern 
Territory, which prohibited the sale of 
about four out of every 10 (41.3%) of 
the invasive garden plant species natu-
ralized in its jurisdiction, followed by 
Queensland with 22.2% (Groves et al. 
2005)’.

Such listings should not put an additional 
onus on land managers to manage these 
invasive plants, but should be done under 
a statutory class that only prohibits the 
import and sale of invasive plants, such 
as under the Restricted Weed category 
of the Victorian Catchment and Land Pro-
tection Act, 1994. This focussed approach 
will block the major invasion pathway for 
weeds already in respective State and Ter-
ritory jurisdictions.
5. That the States and Territories signifi-

cantly expand their respective lists of 
declared weeds under a category that 
prohibits the import and sale of all in-
vasive plant species without placing an 
additional onus on land managers to 
control these newly listed weeds.

6. That the States and Territories apply 
the ‘mutual recognition’ principle to 
prohibit the sale of invasive plants de-
clared by other jurisdictions.

Develop and implement uniform 
National and State/Territory invasive 
species control classes
There is a pressing need to develop an ef-
ficient national invasive species control 
framework in Australia, and integral to 
this effort is the need to develop uniform 
national and State/Territory invasive spe-
cies control classes. These should be de-
veloped for all invasive species groups, 
including weeds.

Proposed uniform national and State/
Territory invasive species control classes 
are described in Table 6. The relationship 
between national and State/Territory con-
trol classes is that an invasive species that 
is listed in a national class also needs to be 
listed in a State/Territory control class but 
not necessarily vice versa. The State/Terri-
tory class for the given listed invasive spe-
cies will depend on whether it is present 
in the respective jurisdiction and what 

control strategy is deemed appropriate. 
As such, a given nationally important in-
vasive species may be listed under a range 
of different State/Territory control classes 
by different jurisdictions. 

An appropriate time frame has been set 
out in the National Biodiversity and Climate 
Change Action Plan, adopted by the Natural 
Resource Management Ministerial Coun-
cil, which commits all jurisdictions to:
 ‘Update the Weeds of National Sig-

nificance (WONS), Alert List for En-
vironmental Weeds and priority lists 
for alien invasive organisms (including 
plants, animals and diseases) by 2006 
(NRMMC 2004).’

This process should be broadened to de-
veloping uniform invasive species control 
classes across all of Australia.
7. By 2006, the Australian, State and Ter-

ritory Governments develop and adopt 
agreed uniform national invasive spe-
cies control classes comprising a Na-
tional Quarantine Class, a National 
Alert Class and a National Control 
Class.

8. By 2006, that the Australian Govern-
ment, in conjunction with State and 
Territory Governments develop a sci-
entifically robust and comprehensive 
National List of Invasive Plant Species, to 
provide a credible national strategic 
planning tool for undertaking coordi-
nated action on invasive plant species 
at all levels of government, and to pro-
vide the source list to derive the List of 
Invasive Plant Species of National Impor-
tance.

9. By 2006, the Australian, State and Ter-
ritory Governments develop and adopt 
a List of Invasive Plant Species of National 
Importance comprising a National Quar-
antine List of Weeds, National Alert 
List of Weeds, and a National Control 
List of Weeds.

10. Where needed, States and Territories 
amend their respective noxious weed 
legislation to enable all agreed nation-
ally important weeds to be prohibited 
for sale, particularly Victoria, Western 
Australia and the ACT.

Implement a robust National regulatory 
framework to prevent and control weeds
After robust import controls, the most 
cost-effective option to manage threats 
to biodiversity from invasive species is to 
restrict trade and keeping of high-threat 
species. National controls on the trade of 
nationally important invasive plant spe-
cies are needed to ensure government in-
vestments in their eradication or control 
are not undermined by their continued 
trade and mass distribution.

These statutory controls are a last resort 
to overcome the failure of national volun-
tary efforts and tardy State government 
efforts to restrict the sale of invasive spe-
cies of national importance. For example, 
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Table 6. Proposed uniform National and State/Territory invasive species control classes. 
Description Statutory requirement Responsibility

Invasive Species of National Importance Classes

National Quarantine List Invasive species of national importance that 
are a high invasion risk for Australia and not 
known to be present in Australia, and whose 
early detection will enable cost-effective 
eradication. A starting point should be the 
Northern Australia Quarantine Strategy 
target weed list.

Prohibited import into Australia Australian Government

Listed as controlled species under 
State/Territory laws

State and Territory governments

Prohibited for trade nationally Australian, State and Territory govts

Early warning surveillance 
programs

Australian, State and Territory govts

Eradication program (where 
detected and feasible)

Australian and appropriate State 
and Territory governments

National Alert List Invasive species of national importance 
that are naturalized, have a restricted 
range, are predicted to have a major impact 
on the environment, human welfare or 
industries, and which may be, is currently, 
or was, subject to a State or national 
eradication effort. It should also include 
introduced invasive plant species of national 
importance, which are garden plants that 
are yet to escape and are subject to national 
early warning surveillance and containment 
action.

Prohibited import into Australia Australian Government

Listed as controlled species under 
State/Territory laws

State and Territory governments

Prohibited for trade nationally Australian, State and Territory govts

Early warning surveillance 
programs

Australian, State and Territory govts

Eradication programs (where 
appropriate)

Australian and appropriate State 
and Territory governments

Containment programs (where 
appropriate)

Australian, State, Territory and local 
governments

National Control List Invasive species of national importance 
that are naturalized and generally 
widespread, are having a major impact on 
the environment or industry, and whose 
containment or control will assist protect the 
values of areas of national environmental 
significance. A starting point is the Weeds of 
National Significance list.

Prohibited import into Australia Australian Government

Listed as controlled species under 
State/Territory laws

State and Territory governments

Prohibited for trade nationally Australian, State and Territory 
governments

National Control Action Plan Australian, and appropriate State 
and Territory governments

Uniform State and Territory Invasive Species Control Classes

Class 1: Quarantine and 
Eradication List

Comprised of invasive species in other 
jurisdictions but not commonly present in 
own jurisdiction, and if introduced would 
cause an adverse economic, environmental 
or social impact.

Prohibited from import and trade in 
jurisdiction

State/Territory government

Subject to early warning 
surveillance

State/Territory government

Subject to eradication if found State/Territory government, Land 
manager

Notifiable Land manager

Class 2: Containment List Comprised of invasive species not 
commonly present in own jurisdiction or 
regionally contained, which have, or could 
have adverse economic, environmental or 
social impact.

Prohibited from import and trade in 
jurisdiction

State/Territory government

Subject to early warning 
surveillance on edge and outside of 
containment area

State/Territory/local government

May be subject to eradication or 
continual suppression

State/Territory government

Notifiable Land manager

Class 3: Control List Comprised of invasive species that are 
established in jurisdiction and have, or could 
have an adverse economic, environmental or 
social impact. 

Prohibited from import and trade State/Territory governments

Conditions may apply to movement 
of contaminated materials

Merchants, land managers

Landowners must take reasonable 
steps to keep land free of Class 3 
pests

Land managers

Government agencies must take 
reasonable steps to keep land free of 
Class 3 pests

State agencies, local governments

Class 4: Restricted List Comprised of invasive species whose trade 
would result in spread in extent and/or 
abundance, and increase the probability 
of an adverse economic, environmental or 
social impact either within or without the 
jurisdiction.

Prohibited from import or trade State/Territory governments

Class 5: Regional 
Declaration List

Comprised of invasive species of regional 
importance.

Regionally specific actions Local governments or regional 
bodies

Source: Australian Biosecurity Group (in press).
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despite a national commitment over three 
years ago, a mere three of the 20 WONS 
have been declared in all States. Even when 
a WONS is prohibited for sale in some 
Australian States and Territories, this does 
not preclude its sale and transportation to 
other States. As of 2004, four of the WONS 
weeds, six of the National Alert List envi-
ronmental weed species, and one North-
ern Australian Quarantine Strategy target 
weed species are still available for sale in 
nurseries in one or more States (Glanznig 
et al. in press). These gaps in State controls 
are even more telling when it is realized 
that current ACT legislation contains no 
provisions to enable the sale of invasive 
garden plants to be prohibited.

A robust national regulatory framework 
is required that results in agreed uniform 
national invasive control classes and lists 
being adopted by all jurisdictions, and a 
ban on the trade of all invasive species of 
national importance by all jurisdictions. 
This needs to be developed as a coherent 
package by the Australian, State and Terri-
tory governments. The experience of State 
delays to ban the sale of WONS across all 
jurisdictions highlights the need for the 
Australian Government to enact reserve 
powers through the EPBC Act, or new 
purpose legislation.

EPBC Act regulations provide an im-
portant national instrument to restrict the 
trade, inter-State movement and wide dis-
tribution of nationally important invasive 
species. However, to provide the appro-
priate financial disincentives, the EPBC 
Act will need to be amended at a later date 
to subsume the regulations and include 
penalties that provide a strong disincen-
tive to act illegally.

Another efficiency that could be im-
plemented through a national regulatory 
framework is by developing a ‘one-stop-
shop’ of all key regulatory requirements 
for traders in plant species. This could 
be achieved by expanding the Austral-
ian Quarantine Inspection Service (AQIS) 
ICON database to also include State and 
Territory quarantine and noxious weed 
requirements and information.
11. Australian, State and Territory govern-

ments develop and enact a coherent 
national regulatory framework by:

• Australian Government making regu-
lations under section 301A of the Envi-
ronment Protection and Biodiversity Con-
servation Act, 1999.

• Australian, State and Territory gov-
ernments developing complementary 
Model State Legislation, which is then 
enacted by the States/Territories or 
used by States/Territories to amend 
existing legislation.

12. Australian, State and Territory govern-
ments develop an agreed statutory List 
of Invasive Species of National Importance 
that are banned for sale in all jurisdic-
tions.

13. That the Australian Government AQIS 
ICON database be expanded to pro-
vide a one-stop-shop of information 
on both Australian, State and Territory 
quarantine, legal, noxious and other le-
gal requirements to provide an efficient 
gateway of information to prospective 
importers and exporters.

Conclusion
This paper shows that all States and Ter-
ritories, except Western Australia, are ex-
posed to a high risk of legal importation 
of significant invasive plants. Currently, 
nearly 162 000 plant species including 
over 8500 species that are weedy in Aus-
tralia are able to be legally imported into 
these States and Territories. The source of 
this risk is the reactionary design of their 
legislation.

Additionally, nearly all jurisdictions 
have low levels of statutory controls on 
naturalized alien plant species. This is par-
ticularly the case for naturalized garden 
plants, where Victoria only prohibits the 
sale of 11% of naturalized garden plants, 
Western Australia prohibits 10%, and the 
ACT prohibits none given its totally inef-
fective legislationA.

This paper proposes a way forward that 
will result in a coherent national regula-
tory framework being put in place that 
is buttressed by pro-active State and Ter-
ritory weed legislation. This approach is 
the only way for jurisdictions to effectively 
stop waiting for the ‘horse to bolt’ before 
acting to tackle invasive plants. The need 
for this new approach is epitomized by the 
recent examples of the invasive ornamen-
tal tussock grasses – Mexican feathergrass 
and bear-skin fescue – which have been 
imported into Victoria and have the poten-
tial to cause major economic and environ-
mental costs in other jurisdictions.
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A Footnote   In May 2005, the ACT 
Government passed new legislation, 
the Pest Plants and Animals Act, that 
overcomes this weakness.

Abstract
There are a huge number of introduced 
plants in Victoria that have become natu-
ralized and could be classified as weeds. 
It is unreasonable and in many cases 
impossible to expect the Government 
to take action to eradicate all of these. 
The role of Government is to ensure new 
threats are mitigated and to ensure proc-
esses are in place to minimize the impact 
of existing incursions. The direction for 
weed policy in Victoria is provided by 
the Victorian Weed Management Strategy 
that is a key component of ‘Victorian Pest 
Management – A Framework for Action’ 
that provides the basis of investment in 
pest management. Regional Weed Action 
Plans provide the basis of investment in 
weed management across the ten Catch-
ment Management Authority regions of 
the state and prioritize species and lo-
cations for weed management based on 
protecting the assets of that region. 

Introduction
The responsibility for the management 
of weeds in Australia is devolved to the 
States. The Victorian Pest Management 
Framework for Action (VPMF) provides 
the principles and planning framework for 
pest management in the state of Victoria. 
The Weed Management Strategy (WMS) 
under the VPMF reflects these principles 
and provides strategic actions and time-
frames to deliver the outcomes of these 
principles state-wide. Regional Weed Ac-
tion Plans (RWAP) further devolve the 
delivery of these principles and strategic 
actions at the regional level.

While weed management is primarily 
the responsibility of the land manager, 
Government support and investment 
aims to facilitate long term solutions to 
pest problems by increasing the communi-
ty’s ability to manage weeds. This is done 
through research, education, technical 
support, incentives and supporting pro-
grams with enforcement provisions under 
the Catchment and Land Protection Act 1994 
(CaLP Act). The CaLP Act provides some 
of the tools to support community pro-
grams and does not in itself represent a 
responsibility to provide enforcement on 
all pest plants on all properties.

Background
While there are a number of Legislative 
Acts relating to pest management in Vic-
toria, the Catchment and Land Protection Act 

1994 provides the main legislative base for 
pest plant and animal control in this State. 
The Government recognized that the per-
manent care of the natural environment is 
one of its most important duties. In par-
ticular, it recognized the degradation to 
Victoria’s rivers and catchments caused by 
introduced weeds and pest animals, and 
through their policy statements, indicated 
a very real commitment for their long-
term control.

The ‘Report on Weeds in Victoria’ re-
sulting from an Inquiry conducted by 
the Environment and Natural Resources 
Committee (ENRC) of Parliament (tabled 
in Parliament in May 1998), detailed rec-
ommendations aimed at dealing with this 
complex issue for Victoria. 

There was an opportunity for the Gov-
ernment to set clear directions for the 
management of pests into the future. One 
mechanism for this was the development 
of the Victorian Pest Management Frame-
work, as a key component of the Govern-
ment’s River and Catchment Restoration 
Program. The development of this Frame-
work was aimed at providing clear direc-
tions for the management of weeds and 
pest animals and contribute to river and 
catchment restoration.

Government investment principles
Pest management by the government 
should not seek to replace private invest-
ment, it should seek to leverage private 
investment to ensure a coordinated ap-
proach to pest management can be imple-
mented so that the spread of pest popula-
tions is reduced.

There are significant public benefits 
from State investment in pest manage-
ment – if such investment can make a dif-
ference in the rate at which pest popula-
tions spread through time. Every hectare 
invaded by weeds or pest animals causes 
economic and environmental losses. This 
in turn has important social implications – 
reduced opportunities for wealth creation 
or investment opportunities in regional 
communities.

As a land owner:
• Implement weed management strat-

egies to control weed infestations on 
their own land to the extent that the net 
gain is maximized.

• Invest in weed management strategies 
on other land to maximize the net gain 

Victorian weed policies for private land
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